Proposed in 1991, Least Mean Square Error Reconstruction for self-organizing network, shortly Lmser, was a further development of the traditional auto-encoder (AE) by folding the architecture with respect to the central coding layer and thus leading to the features of symmetric weights and neurons, as well as jointly supervised and unsupervised learning. However, its advantages were only demonstrated in a one-hidden-layer implementation due to the lack of computing resources and big data at that time. In this paper, we revisit Lmser from the perspective of deep learning, develop Lmser network based on multiple convolutional layers, which is more suitable for image-related tasks, and confirm several Lmser functions with preliminary demonstrations on image recognition, reconstruction, association recall, and so on. Experiments demonstrate that Lmser indeed works as indicated in the original paper, and it has promising performance in various applications.
Introduction
Early efforts on bidirectional multilayer networks can be traced back to 1980s. Threelayer networks, i.e., networks with only one hidden layer, were used to make autoassociation to learn inner representations of observed signals [1, 2] . In this framework, the network architecture is considered to be symmetric with the hidden layer as the central coding layer Y . The input patterns X are mapped through the encoder part to the central coding layer, while the outputX is constrained to reconstruct the input patterns via the decoder part to decode the internal representations back to the data space. The two parts, i.e., encoder X → Y and decoder Y →X, make an autoencoder (AE) network.
Least Mean Square Error Reconstruction (Lmser) self-organizing network was first proposed in 1991 [3, 4] , and it is a further development of AE with favorable features. AE implements a direct cascading X → Y and Y →X by a simple circle. The Lmser architecture is obtained from folding AE along the central coding layer Y , and then improves it into a distributed cascading by not only constraining X → Y and Y →X to share the same architecture, but also using the same neurons for the two layers symmetrically paired between the encoder and decoder with respect to the central coding layer, and using the same connection weights for the bidirectional links between two consecutive layers along the directions of X → Y and Y →X. One neuron takes both roles in encoder and decoder, which can be regarded as adding shortcut connections between the paired neurons. Using the same connections weights for the bidirectional links, i.e., A = W T where W
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is for the direction X → Y and A is for Y →X, enables Lmser to approximate identity mapping simply through W A = A T A ≈ I which holds exactly for an orthogonal matrix A, whereas AE implements a direct approximation of inverse of X → Y by Y →X in a simple cycle. Due to the favorable architectural features, Lmser works in two phases, i.e., perception phase and learning phase. In perception phase, the signal propagation from two directions X → Y and Y →X constitute a dynamic process which will approach equilibrium in a short term. If the reconstructionX is not close to X, then Lmser enters the learning phase to update the connection weights reduce the gap. Moreover, part of the central layer Y can be used for label prediction Y L and thus supervised and unsupervised learning are made jointly by Lmser. As discussed in [3] , Lmser potentially has many functions. However, due to the lack of powerful computing facility and big data at the time of 1990's, Lmser was implemented by computer simulations with only one hidden layer, and it was shown that a neuron in Lmser net behaved similar to a feature detector in the cortical field during learning [3] . In recent years, some features of Lmser were also adopted in the literature. For example, stacked restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [5] constrained the weight parameters to be symmetrically shared by the encoder and decoder network, while the neurons in U-Net [6] and deep RED-Net [7] shared values between the two ends, using skip connections from neurons of one layer in the encoder to the neurons of another symmetrically corresponding layer in the decoder. Other related bidirectional deep learning models, such as Variational autoencoder (VAE) [8] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [9] , were also proposed and studied intensively. However, whether Lmser indeed works on deep network structures, effective for those potential functions as indicated in [3] , is still not systematically explored.
In this paper, we revisit Lmser by implementing it on a multi-layer network, and confirm that it works as indicated in [3, 4] . We also extend the Lmser network from the fullyconnected layers to the convolutional layers adapted from Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [10] . Experiments confirm several potential functions of Lmser and demonstrate its promising performance in various applications. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We revisit Lmser net by implementing it on multiple layers of neural networks. Our implementation can train the deep Lmser networks stably and effectively.
• In the original paper [3] , Lmser net was based on fully-connected layers, which is not good for image input. Thus, we extend to build the Lmser net from fully-connected layers to convolutional layers, to improve the performance on image-related tasks such as image recognition, generation, and so on.
• Experiments are conducted on image reconstruction, generation, associative recall, and classification, in comparisons with AE as a baseline. The results not only confirm that Lmser works as indicated in the original paper, but also demonstrate its promising performance in various applications.
Related Work
Networks with symmetrically weighted connections A stack of two-layer restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) with symmetrically weighted connections was used in [11] to pretrain an AE that has multiple hidden layers in a one-by-one-layer way. Such an AE is hard to optimize its weights jointly because the gradients vanishes as it propagates to early layers. The AE unrolled from a stack of pretrained RBMs worked well in dimensionality reduction.
Networks with symmetrically skip connections
One recent typical example network architecture with symmetrically skip connections is the U-Net [6] . It consists of a contracting path as encoder and an expansive path as decoder, and both paths form a U-shaped architecture. The feature map from each of the layer of the contracting path was copied and concatenated with the symmetrically corresponding layer in the expansive path. Such skip connections can be regarded as a type of sharing the encoder neuron values with the correspondingly paired decoder neuron. Experiments in [6] demonstrated that U-Net worked very well for biomedical image segmentation. Such skip connections were also adopted in deep RED-Net [7] . Different from U-Net, it directly adds old feature map with present top-down signal. Feature map must be in the same size, so it only add skip connections for specific layers. It has been shown in [7] that deep REDNet worked well in super-resolution image restoration. Moreover, with the appearance of ResNet [12] and [13] , deep neural networks with skip-connections become very popular and showed impressive performance in various applications.
A brief review of Lmser
We briefly review the architecture and the two phase working mechanism of Lmser in the following. The Lmser self-organizing net was proposed in [3, 4] based on the principle of Least Mean Square Error Reconstruction (LMSER) of an input pattern. As demonstrated in Figure 1 , the architecture of Lmser net consists of either one layer or multiple layers. Each neuron receives both bottom-up signals from the lower layer and top-down signals from the upper layer.
The Lmser net works in two phases, i.e., perception and learning. In the perception phase, the input pattern X triggers the dynamic process by passing the signals up from the bottom layer, while simultaneously the signals in the upper layers will be passed down to the lower layers. The top-down signal to the input layer is regarded as reconstruction of the input pattern. It has been proved that the process will converge into an equilibrium state [3] . In the learning phase, the parameters are updated by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) between the input pattern and the reconstruction signals.
As given by Eq.(5a) in [4] , the loss function for Lmser learning is as follows:
where E(·) denotes expectation by regarding x as a random variable, W 1 is the weights of the first layer, z 1 = s(y 1 + u 1 ) is the activity of the first layer neurons which receives both the bottom-up signals y 1 = W 1 x from the input x and the top-down reconstruction u 1 = W T 1 z 2 from the second layer z 2 . In practice, one may use batch-way gradient on a batch of data {x t } N t=1 , or use stochastic gradient to update the parameters on one or a small set of data. As given by Eq.(6a)-Eq.(8b) in [4] , the gradients to update the network parameters were restated below: Figure 1 The architecture of multi-layer Lmser, where connection is bidirectional and symmetric, u k is top-down signal, y k is bottom-up signal, and each neuron is output as a sigmoid activation, i.e.,
where
Methods

Revisit Lmser and implement it on multiple fully-connected layers
The Lmser learning rules proposed in [3] can be directly used for updating parameters in multiple layers. According to [3, 4] , there could be many ways of implementation of deep Lmser learning over multiple hidden layers. In this paper, we present an effective implementation. In perception phase, it is hard to implement exact dynamic process. Instead, we propose an approximation to update the neuron activities in a layer-by-layer way, which is easy to implement and works well in practice. At the very beginning, a signal vector is placed at the input layer into the network, and then it will trigger the bottom-up signal propagation through the layers one by one. During this first bottom-up pass, at the i-th layer, the top-down signals from (i + 1)-th layer to the i-th layer are initialized to be zero. After the first bottom-up pass, all neurons are given activity values. Then, the first top-down pass propagates the signals backwards and the neuron activation at the i-th layer is calculated as a sigmoid of the summation of the output from the (i + 1)-th layer and the previous value of the i-th layer. In analogy to light reflections, we call such one bottom-up and one top-down pass as one reflection. In this way, bottom-up signal and top-down signal can be updated alternatively until they become stable. In practice, we use the Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) as the neuron activating function, and we find that one reflection (i.e., k = 1) followed by learning phase works well for the whole Lmser learning.
CNN based Lmser learning
The original Lmser net proposed in [3, 4] takes vector input. When tackling with multichannel image with high resolution, one way is to reshape the image into vectors which is not good for extracting patterns in the images. For image-related tasks, we further develop Lmser network based on convolutional layers similar to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [10] . Following original Lmser rules by Eq.(2), we built a CNN based Lmser net.
In perception phase, we implement the dynamic process in a similar way to the reflection pass. There are multiple ways to fuse information from both bottom-up and top-down propagation. For example, U-Net concatenates bottom-up feature map and top-down feature map and performs convolution to achieve information fusion [6] . In this paper, we adopt the simple addition as in the original fully-connected layer based Lmser. For the bottom-up propagation, the standard convolution is implemented at each layer, while for the top-down propagation, the transposed convolution is used. The connection weights for the convolutional filters are shared by the two directions.
Jointly supervised and unsupervised Lmser learning
In Lmser, each input pattern X will be recognized by a label Y L output at the top layer, which plays the same role as a classifier. Thus, for the input with labels, Lmser can be implemented jointly both in an unsupervised manner to reduce the reconstruction error at the bottom layer and in a supervised way by minimizing the label loss between the predicted label Y L and the true one. The reconstruction error will push the network to do self-organizing, which helps network to learn structure information of input and facilitates concept abstracting and formation at the top domain. The self-organizing learning directed by reconstruction error plays the role of regularization, which help network to prevent over fitting and make classification be more robust such as defense against adversarial attacks.
In perception phase, the implementation of dynamic process is the same as the original Lmser, but with two parts computed at the top layer, i.e., one for predicted labels and the other as input to the decoder for top-down reconstruction. In learning phase, the loss function includes two terms for reconstruction and classification separately:
where the additional term L(f (x), y) measures the distance between the predict of Lmser net f (x) with given label y.
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness and strengths of the deep Lmser learning by some promising results on image recognition, reconstruction, generation, and associative recall. We use Lmser(un) to denote the Lmser network trained only in the unsupervised manner, use Lmser(un-n) to denote the Lmser(un) without symmetrically sharing neurons, use Lmser(sup) to denote the Lmser network trained jointly in the supervised and unsupervised manner.
Datasets and experimental settings
We evaluate Lmser on three benchmark datasests: MNIST [14] , Fashion-MNIST [15] , and CelebA [16] .
• The MNIST constains 60, 000 training images and 10, 000 test images. The images are handwritten digits from 250 people. Each picture in the data set consists of 28×28 pixels, each of which is represented by a gray value.
• Fashion-MNIST is a MNIST-like dataset which shares the same image size and structure of training and testing splits. Fashion-MNIST is served as a replacement for the original MNIST dataset for benchmarking machine learning algorithms.
• The CelebA contains 202, 599 face images with coarse alignment [16] . The images are cropped at the center to 128 × 128, which contain faces from various view-points and with different expressions. For MNIST and Fashion-MNIST, we use 4 layers with the numbers of neurons [784, 300, 100, 10] for Lmser based on fully-connected layers, and use 4 layers with the channel sizes [16, 32, 64, 64] for the CNN based Lmser. For CelebA, we use 7 layers with channel sizes [16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 256, 256] for the CNN based Lmser. We train every network model with Adam (Adaptive moment estimation) optimiser method [17] . In the training process, the mini-batch is set to be 50 and the adaptive learning is set to be 0.01 with decay rate 0.9999.
Reconstruction
We evaluate the reconstruction performance on MNIST dataset. For comparisons, AE is used as a baseline. Examples of the reconstructed results are given in Figure 2 for different number of training iterations. Detailed reconstruction errors are summarized in Table 1 . It can be observed that Lmser converges faster with smaller reconstruction errors than AE, and Lmser(un) is better than Lmser(un-n), which suggests that shortcuts between paired neurons play a significant role in reconstruction performance. Lmser(sup) is slightly worse than Lmser(un), but still much better Lmser(un-n) and AE, indicating that there is a tradeoff between the classification and reconstruction. Moreover, we also test the reconstruction performance on Fashion-MNIST. Examples are shown in Figure 3 . Obviously, Lmser converges faster and is better than AE, which is consistent to the observations from Figure  2 . Table 1 Reconstruction error on MNIST, where τ denotes the number of training iterations.
Recognition
In this section, we investigate the classification performance of Lmser(sup), which is trained jointly in supervised manner and unsupervised manner. The classification accuracies of Lmser(sup) and a fully-connected feedforward network (FCN) are comparably high, both over 98%. When there exist adversarial attacks at intensity level 0.3 from the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [18] , a well-known adversarial attack method. The classification accuracy of FCN drops down to 2.68%, while Lmser(sup) gets 31.16%. For convolutional layers based networks, CNN classifies MNIST with accuracy 99.48% higher than FCN, and drops down to 5.2% at the presence of FGSM attacks at intensity level 0.3, while CNN based Lmser achieves still 47.9%, more robust than CNN. 
Generation
In this section, we investigate the performance of deep Lmser learning in image generation by manipulating the latent code to get different styles of digital numbers and clothes. As shown in Figure 4 , to get different styles of digital numbers, we add two more hidden coding units to the top layer of Lmser(sup), except for the category coding units, to capture the non-categorical information. We assume that the two additional coding units are independent and follow Gaussian distributions. In practice, when we train the model Lmser(sup), the means of the two additional coding units are computed by encoder. Before they are fed into the decoder, we add a Gaussian noise to them. When generating digital numbers, as shown in Figure 4 (b) , the decoder will generate digital numbers according to the label information by the category coding units and random style signals by the two additional hidden coding units. Figure 5(a-b) show that when assigning the coding unit with different values, the digital number is gradually changing.
For the input patterns without labels, no labels can be used to guide the separation of categorical information and non-categorical styles. Lmser is still able to self-organize the input patterns X in the top coding domain Y , according to the similarities in semantics, topology and styles. By manipulating one coding unit in the top layer with others fixed, we can observe pattern changing smoothly as the coding value varies, which indicates that the coding regions are well self-organized and clustered. With such property, we are able to synthesize images in a controllable way or in a creative way for novel synthesis and reasoning. Figure 5(c) shows that when specifying the coding unit with values from 0 to 10, the digital number is gradually changed to have a circle created over the head, while in Figure 5 (d) another coding unit seems to control the tilt degree of generated images. We also test the generation performance of CNN based Lmser network, and examples are shown in Figure 6 . The pattern changing is similar to that in Figure 5 by the Lmser based the fully-connected layers, but the quality of the synthesized images is much higher, possibly due to the advantages of the convolutional layers in extracting and generating image neighborhood patterns. In Figure 5(a-b) , we can see clearly that some novel digits are generated, and they look plausible because their structures resemble the original digits. In Figure 5 (c), new styles of clothes or shoes are generated, which shows the potential application of Lmser on creative design.
Association
For the incomplete input, Lmser is able to recover the missing part by associative memory from the observed part. This function is related to tasks such as associative recall of someone's whole face from a face image with key parts blocked. Specifically, the observed part of the image is fed into the Lmser network, and triggers the bottom-up signals passing to the top layers. Then, the activated neurons passing the top-down signals back to the bottom layer to give a complete image, which actually recovers unobserved part based on what has been learned by the network layers. The sharing connection weights by both directions of the links between the consecutive layers enables Lmser to catch invertible structures under input patterns for restoring these structures under partial input.
We train the CNN based Lmser net on the CelebA dataset, and then feed the masked images into the model for the output of reconstructed complete images. In practice, we have found that shortcuts between paired neurons is helpful in reconstruction, but not so beneficial in associative memory. Therefore, we only present the results by the CNN based Lmser net without using the paired neurons for both encoder and decoder in Figure 7 . Examples of the face images with eyes blocked are given in Figure 7(a) , and the corresponding reconstructed complete face from the associative memory by Lmser are shown in Figure 7 which are comparable to the ground-truth images in Figure 7 . The results demonstrate that Lmser is promising for this task of associative recall from partial input.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have revisited the Lmser network for the practical implementation of multiple layers, and confirmed that several of its potential functions indeed work effectively via experiments on image recognition, reconstruction and associative memory, and generation. Furthermore, we extend to build the Lmser network based on convolutional layers. Experiments demonstrate that Lmser not only works as preliminarily discussed in the original paper, but also is promising in various applications. 
